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The objective of this project is to build a portable meter to monitor the general quality of electricity in 

power distribution systems. The prototype built is a single-phase portable power quality meter, or PPQM, 

for short. 

A PPQM can help us to locate power quality problems at their source, locate areas to improve efficiency 

and reduce costly power factor and demand penalties, to summarize, a PPQM can help us to locate, 

predict, prevent and troubleshoot problems in power distribution systems. 

A PPQM can monitor and analyze a set of parameters, such as: true power, power factor, harmonic 

distortion and line frequency. 

Monitoring and correcting this values helps to reduce power losses in wires, find potential sources of 

interferences and distortions and discover energy-hungry appliances. 

The prototype built continuously sample the voltage, current and frequency of the line that feeds a load 

(single phase), so it was possible to calculate and display the voltage and RMS current, the active power, 

reactive and apparent power and power factor. The original idea was to have the ability to present 

harmonic distortion through the graphic display, but this was not implemented. 

 

Prototype Overview: 

Below is a block diagram of the prototype. The circuit uses three inputs of the development board: two A/D 

converters and one digital input. Current sensing is achieved with a Hall-Effect sensor and voltage sensing 

with a simple resistive divider (therefore not isolated). The zero crossing detection is done with an 

optocoupler and is used just to measure frequency. The power supply shown is used to power the 

development board and auxiliary circuitry. 
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Software notes: 

In the initial phase of development were created C++ classes on top of IAR tool chain.  Using these c++ 

classes was impossible to compile the main code (interrupt ADC for reading voltage and current) because 

the 16K limitation of compiler (Error: too much code produced). 

I don’t know if this issue was my fault, if was possible to use the full compiler, or if the code had to fit in 

16k, anyway, C++ classes was abandoned and main code was changed. Despite classes in C++ not being 

used in the final version they can be useful for future projects and other developers.  

Hardware Schematic: 
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Construction notes: 

Just for fun and aiming to recycle I used the cardboard box (inverted) with which the kit arrived. Inside the 

box are the wall adaptor, Renesas demonstration kit and auxiliary circuitry. Two cables are attached to the 

meter: AC Mains and Load. 

 

The finished prototype can be seen below. 

 

 


